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The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 3, Committee Chambers,
Edinburgh to consider the following agenda items:

1. Budget process 2003-04 (in private): The Committee will consider a draft Stage
2 report on the budget for 2003-04.

2. Inquiry into tourism: The Committee will hear a report back from a case study
visit to California.

3. Inquiry into tourism: The Committee will consider a summary of the written
evidence received on the inquiry.

4. Inquiry into tourism: The Committee will take evidence from—

Mike Watson, Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport

5. Committee work programme: The Committee will consider a paper on its future
work programme.
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting 30 October 2002

Summary of Written Evidence

Summary

This paper provides members with a summary of the written evidence received in the
course of the Tourism Inquiry.  The summary has been prepared by the Committee’s
adviser, Dr Carter, who will give a short presentation on his findings.  Members will
then have an opportunity to question Dr Carter on the evidence received.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to note the contents of this summary.

Simon Watkins
Clerk
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Introduction

In July 2002, the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee of the Scottish
Parliament called for written evidence for its inquiry into Tourism in Scotland. The
following thirty-five tourism-related organisations provided their views, in addition to
the organisations who have presented material directly to the Committee:
� Aberdeen & Grampian Tourist Board
� Adams David
� Argyll Arms
� Armstrong Edward H., from Gilnockie Tower
� Association of Scotland�s Self-Caterers (ASSC)
� British Holiday & Home Parks Association Scotland
� Cream o�Galloway
� Derek reid
� Dunira Strategy
� Electric Scotland Ltd
� Fouters Bistro
� Glencoe Mountain Cottages, Gleann Leac na Muidhe B&B
� Gordon C Barr
� Gordon C Thomson
� Grant James A
� Howie Eleanor J
� Inverness & District Chamber of Commerce
� Kilmarnock College
� National Trust for Scotland (NTS)
� Ryanair
� Scenic Maps
� Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI)
� Scottish Environment LINK
� Scottish National Heritage
� Scottish Retail Consortium
� Sculptural Woodturning
� Skye & Lochalsh Enterprise
� Scottish Tourist Guides Association (STGA)
� Sustrans
� The Caley
� The Loreburne Centre
� The Tourism Society � Scottish Chapter
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The organisations were mainly asked to provide their opinion on the following issues:
� Effectiveness of current Tourism Strategy
� Effectiveness of VisitScotland post re-organisation
� Impact of / response to Foot and Mouth Disease and 9/11/01
� Roles of VisitScotland, the Enterprise Agencies and the BTA
� Current budget for tourism and on the focus of investment
� Effectiveness of the Area Tourist Board structure / other possible structures
� Issues from the first year of the introduction of the EURO
� Promotion and development of Niche Marketing
� Exploitation of e-tourism
� Effectiveness of current funding and management arrangements for TICs
� General other issues of concern

Summary of main concerns raised

This summary only provides main concerns/issues raised relating to general
observation and should not be considered as an exhaustive report of the evidence
provided.  It does not contain all individual opinion and comments gathered.

Effectiveness of VisitScotland post re-organisation
� Need for better and more effective communication with the tourism industry.
� Need of better understanding of the needs of the tourism industry.

Roles of VisitScotland, the Enterprise Agencies and the BTA
� Clearer roles should be defined for each bodies.

Current budget for tourism and on the focus of investment
� Budget for Tourism is inadequate and does not reflect the fact that Tourism is

one of the largest industry in Scotland.
� More budget should be dedicated to Marketing in order to compete effectively

against other international destinations benefiting from larger budget.

Effectiveness of the Area Tourist Board structure / other possible structures
� ATBs should work more closely together.
� Visitors do not recognise boundaries.
� Need of clearer definition of roles - confusion for tourism businesses on where to

go to obtain tourism businesses services.
� The ATB network should offer a consistent service across the network in the

quality and delivery of its products.

General other issues of concern
Need to focus more on:
� the provision of effective training and education in the tourism industry.
� the development of quality � with development of clear quality scheme /

licensing / inspection scheme.
� Product development.

Dr Roger Carter
TEAM
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Summary of points raised by each individual organisations

The following table summarises the key points raised in each evidence received.
Tourism-related

organisation
Key points raised

Aberdeen & Grampian
Tourist Board

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Provides good sense of direction for all involved in Tourism, but need for the appropriate structures and resources to deliver the

strategic directions.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST REORGANISATION
� Evidence of a general lack of experience and understanding particularly of the needs of the industry.
� Fundamental cultural change required within VisitScotland has not occurred. Cultural change may be accelerated by re-locating

VisitScotland out of Edinburgh, contracting out many of its functions  and slimming down to a core focussed entirely on strategic
delivery and market awareness.

IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� Aberdeen and Grampian was not directly affected by the crisis, but some parts of the area suffered as a result of restrictions.
� The more crucial impact is possibly longer term over the negative international perceptions of Britain as a "clean" destination.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� Relationship with BTA needs to be closely examined.  Some priority over target markets needs to be agreed.
� The Enterprise Agencies have a major role to play in developing skills in the industry although some concern exists about where

their focus should be. A general lack of consistency in delivery across the networks is a source of frustration within the industry.
Some doubt exists about the long term commitment and provision of resources to the tourism sector by SE National.

CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The current investment by government in tourism is not clear.  The single greatest investment is probably made by Local Authorities

in terms of services and facilities.  The Enterprise Agencies have as much as (if not more) resources than VisitScotland and the Area
Tourist Boards.

� More investment on Marketing is required and is currently inadequate.  Scotland is being out played in the global tourist business
through a lack of resources.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� The Area Tourist Board structure needs to adapt to survive.
� Some form of local/regional support should continue.
ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� Anecdotal feedback suggests that there have been very few problems and the level of EURO transactions has been relatively low.
� In perception term, it must be important that the EURO is accepted widely and with good grace.
� A move to a single EURO currency at the right time will benefit tourism travel.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
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� Promotional messages should be matched by the facilities.
� Focus should be on customer related itineraries and packages.
� Niche marketing should be devolved to areas of particular expertise and product strength and lead Area Tourist Boards should be

invited to deliver on behalf of VisitScotland.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� It should be ensure that Scotland has the best portal site possible and that the connections are user friendly and robust.
� The idea that you can fund such a National project by displacing income from the local, traditional income streams is not

sustainable.  It should be based on generating new business.
AGTB�s MAIN CHALLENGES
� Limited resources with Overall public sector contribution static or in declined. This means that it is a challenge to properly carry out

its statutory function.
� Dichotomy between promoting quality and being an inclusive organisation
� Challenge in providing customer information services in the face of dramatic changes in customer behaviour and the

development of technology
GENERAL ISSUES RELATING TO THE NATIONAL/LOCAL PARTNERSHIP
� The Partnership should be strengthened by establishing clear roles and responsibilities for the respective organisations; and then

operating as a single de-facto network as envisaged by the PricewaterhouseCoopers report.
� VisitScotland's primary role must be to market Scotland as a destination and to seek to raise awareness within strong potential

markets while the presentation and organisation of products to markets should be the role of ATBs and the industry.
� The overall Marketing Strategy for Scotland should be developed jointly, ensuring that certain niche strengths and areas of

expertise are fully utilised.
� The Partnership also has a role to play in supporting and providing  quality standards across an expanded range of facilities and

services.
Adams David CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT

� The budget spent on marketing Scotland will always be inadequate but it could be used more effectively with more targeted
marketing spend toward specific niche markets (such as business travel, honeymoon/wedding market, Golf, History, Heritage)

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� There are too many ATBs, their numbers should be reduce to manageable sizes, while their dependence on local politics should be

reduced by making them statutory bodies.
� New ATBs should be responsible for reactive marketing only, providing information and services for the visitors once they are here.

Proactive marketing should only be conducted via VisitScotland.
GENERAL ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Internal travel links within Scotland should be developed (such as rail links to airports, cheaper ferries and flights price to the Isles�).

Argyll Arms GENERAL ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Small hotel have to pay VAT, while B&B establishments do not have to pay it.   
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� Ferry fares are too high and visitors do complain about it.
Armstrong Edward H.,
from Gilnockie Tower

GENERAL ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Own experience with problem on Signs.

Association of Scotland�s
Self-Caterers (ASSC)

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Well-received document, setting out clear aims and targets for the industry.   It should be revisited regularly.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST REORGANISATION
� It is too early to assess its performance, but ASSC is generally pleased with the leadership of the new organisation and with the

distinctive work on branding and marketing that has been going on this year.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� Bookings stopped overnight as most self-catering are located in the countryside.  The countryside was completely closed right

across Scotland and this was what had the most immediate impact on self-catering businesses.
� ASSC advised their Members on what steps they could and should be taking, and joined the campaign for increased funding to

help them market their way out of the crisis.    ASSC also attended meetings with Ministers to put the case for tourism.
� Individual businesses welcomed reduced fees for Quality Assurance and ATB membership.
� ASSC received a little recovery funding, but the whole sector benefited from the extra money given to the Tourist Boards. However,

recovery is still ongoing, especially of the North American market, and we feel that the tourism budget should be boosted to help
bring these visitors back.

ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� VisitScotland is the main tourism agency in Scotland, and as such, takes an overseeing role for the industry.   Primarily, it is

responsible for marketing the whole country, both in the UK and overseas. It is also responsible for running the Quality Assurance
scheme, and undertaking appropriate research to enable it to assess how it is performing, and plan for the future.

� The BTA is the agency for marketing the UK, and VisitScotland works with the BTA on including Scotland in its marketing. It is
therefore very important that the relationship between VisitScotland and the BTA is harmonious and integrated.

� The Enterprise Agencies provide tourism businesses with support and training.    There is a need to streamline who does what, as
there is duplication between various tourism agencies, and in some cases, Local Councils as well as inconsistencies between the
LECs.

CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� As a key tourism industry in Scotland, tourism budget should be increased and used for promotion and marketing.
� Some Local Authorities are failing to fund tourism adequately.
� Committee should acknowledge the growth of self-help marketing groups, and the increasing role that they are playing in

marketing their products.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� In broad terms, ASSC believe it is better to work with what we have rather than abolish ATBs outright.  Most of ASSC�s members

(45%) would like the ATBs to stay with minor changes, while 35% would abolish all ATBs tomorrow. In addition, 11% would like the
ATBs to stay but with major changes and  9% wish the Status Quo.

� ATBs have a key role to play at regional level, but there should be major changes in the way they work. Its future role should
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include: serving the visitors (TICs network/ trained ATB staff / TIC should provide information on all the areas of Scotland),  serving
tourism businesses (first one-stop shop where local businesses can access information on an array of marketing services, training
and advice), Marketing (working together with VisitScotland and other ATB), Tourism Strategies (ATBs should lead in the
development of local strategies).

ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� A little early to tell in the self-catering sector.  At present it is difficult and expensive for a small tourism business to set up and run an

account in Euros.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� Issue relating to the number of campaigns available and the difficulty in choosing which to join. VisitScotland, the ATBs and self-

help marketing groups are all promoting Niche tourism to a greater or lesser extent.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� Too early to say how visitscotland.com will perform, however, it seems this time that there is genuinely serious effort being made to

ensure that it all works.
� ASSC have concerns about how it will work for the self-caterers sector, and also about the part played by the Area Tourist Boards in

the booking system at TIC level.
GENERAL ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Quality issues should be considered as it is paramount to everything else.   No matter how sophisticated and clever marketing and

promotion campaigns are, if the quality of the end product is poor to mediocre, these efforts will have been in vain.
� Although, VisitScotland Quality Assurance  is considered to be a very sound scheme, ASSC believes that businesses should be able

to become Quality Assured without the compulsion to join their area Tourist Board. If Statutory Registration is considered, we think
that all businesses currently in the QA scheme should be deemed registered, and that all non-QA self-catering should have to
become Registered.

British Holiday & Home
Parks Association
Scotland

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Endorsement of the approach and welcome of the fact that the Framework details who will be responsible for each of the actions.
� Too early to comment on the effectiveness of the Strategy, but it will depend on the effectiveness of the Ministerial Steering Group

charged with overseeing the implementation.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� Too early to comment, but it was effective in the sense that e-Tourism Ltd was set up and in the development of a product-led

approach to the marketing of Scotland.
� Broadly speaking, the restructuring had beneficial effects on the culture within VisitScotland and improved the level and quality of

interaction with the trade and awareness of the general population on the importance of tourism on VisitScotland�s role.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� Positive effect on tourism in Scotland is the fact that Scotland has been in the headlines over a fairly long period of time.
� The majority of member parks in Scotland (outwith the Dumfries & Galloway and Borders areas) reported that they did not suffer

adversely and in many cases benefited from visitors who could not access their originally planned holiday destination.
� Very good marketing campaigns for Dumfries & Galloway and Borders areas were put in place to overcome the bad publicity
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from the foot and mouth outbreak.
� The parks sector mainly attracts overseas visitors from Europe and does not attract many visitors from the USA and the impact of

9/11 has therefore been minimal.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� These public sector agencies should collaborate as much as possible to ensure that Scotland is promoted effectively both

domestically and overseas. Responsibilities should be clarified and communication improved to avoid duplication.
� VisitScotland should have overall responsibility for bringing Scotland as a whole to the attention of potential visitors and should

support the industry through: quality assurance schemes, provision of printed information on Scotland to visitors, the activities of the
e-Tourism Ltd website and the call centre, attendance at relevant exhibitions (both within the UK and abroad), provision of high
quality predictive research to assist with business planning.

� The Enterprise agencies should provide support for businesses wishing to develop (both in relation to business expansion and staff
training).  A consistent approach to tourism businesses is required throughout the Enterprise agencies to reflect the importance of
tourism to the Scottish economy.

� The BTA should work with VisitScotland in foreign markets wherever possible to maximise the marketing of Scotland �on the ground�.
Targets for BTA activity related to Scotland should be set and monitored regularly.

CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The key funding issue is that it must be statutory rather than discretionary with a minimum level being agreed for at least three years

ahead to enable the agencies involved to make forward plans and operate in a more secure manner.
� VisitScotland should be given a realistic budget which recognises that tourism is a key industry in Scotland (targets could be

identified to illustrate the link between the budget allocated to VisitScotland and the money brought into Scotland by tourism.
� Ideally ATBs should receive an index linked grant from VisitScotland and statutory index linked funding from the Council(s) in their

area, with both being subject to performance guarantees.  In addition, special project funding (or matched funding) should be
available from the Scottish Executive.

� Need to focus investment on the development of the product, improving quality overall and provision of wet weather facilities.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� The current structure of the individual ATBs should be amended to allow some centralisation of common services.
� Consideration could be given to having one Chief Executive of the ATB network, who would also sit on the Board of VisitScotland,

with Area Managers from each ATB reporting to him.  This would encourage greater co-operation between ATBs and also enable
a closer relationship between the ATB network and VisitScotland.

ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� The introduction of the Euro has not had a major impact on the parks sector in Scotland.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� The new product-led approach introduced by VisitScotland recently appears to be a sound base for niche marketing tourism,

based as it is on extensive consumer research.
� This approach could be used to develop industry-led marketing groups working on a product basis.  The ATBs should then support

these marketing groups at a local level where appropriate.
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EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� E-tourism Ltd is very much in its infancy and needs the full support of the industry to be successful.
� The tourism industry was sceptical on this issue given the problems experienced with Ossian, however, E-tourism Ltd�s �shopping

basket� approach along with the provision of the call centre, is the way forward to meet the demands of consumers and it also
provides access to a large market for all tourism businesses in Scotland regardless of their size.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� There is currently no consistency in the approach to funding and management of TICs.  Each Area Tourist Board operates on a

different basis, partly due to funding differences and partly due to the fact that some ATBs have many TICs and others only a few.
� Information to visitors should be provided by TICs managed by ATBs on the basis of secure funding. They should be subject to a

national framework and standards and be under the overall control and co-ordination of VisitScotland to ensure consistency,
benefits from economies of scale and maximisation of IT to provide good service.

� Other areas of difficulty with the current TIC arrangements that need to be addressed are: the reluctance to provide information
on other geographic areas, opening hours of TICs should be reviewed to ensure that they meet the requirements of visitors, the
remuneration of TIC staff should also be reviewed to ensure that good knowledgeable staff can be retained.

� To ensure visitor�s needs are met throughout Scotland, the use of libraries and other local facilities, such as post offices, to provide
information to visitors should be considered in areas which don�t justify a full TIC.

� IT should also be used to provide information points and local information should also be widely available in supermarkets, coffee
shops etc as a service both to visitors and local people.

GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Tourism in Scotland needs the full backing of the Executive and the people of Scotland to allow it to flourish as a key part of the

Scottish economy.  Strong leadership, commitment, clearly defined responsibilities, increased partnership working and sustained
realistic funding are all needed to enable this to happen.

� Additional aspects should be taken into account in any investigation into the tourism industry in Scotland: the fiscal aspects (the
rate of VAT levied on accommodation, the high costs of business rates and water charges�), the regulatory aspects (the effect of
the burden of regulation on SMEs cannot be overstated).

Cream o�Galloway CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� Tourism Budget should be increased to reflect its place as key industry in Scotland. Tourism has overtaken agriculture in all rural

areas in Scotland, but the level of financial support to farming is immense compared to all other rural businesses.  As agriculture
continues to decline at a rapid pace, financial support is not being re-directed into other forms of business so the whole future of
the rural economy is affected.

� More focus should be given on investment in product development.
Derek Reid EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION

� Visit Scotland and their Executive are preoccupied with dealing with tangential issues and intent on raising issues completely
outside their remit. Visit Scotland lacks leadership direction and focus.

IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� DR believes that it is a myth to think that the ills of Scottish Tourism began with Foot and Mouth Disease and were further
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exacerbated with September 11th ,as the factual position is that Scottish Tourism has been in decline in real terms since 1997.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� Success for VisitScotland will come through focus, identification of priorities and a single-minded determination to concentrate on

its tasks. The priorities for VisitScotland should be Market and Consumer Research, Marketing and Public Relations and finally the
raising of Quality and Service Standards. Other public bodies have responsibility and accountability for investments in transport,
visitor attractions, infrastructure and private/public partnerships.

� VisitScotland should prioritise its resources and undertake new consumer research in target markets. New campaigns should be
created targeting those markets, attracting attention through humour and/or differentiation.

GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Lack of joined up thinking both at the strategic and tactical levels, with for example, the Enterprise Companies taking investment

decisions in isolation from VisitScotland and ATBs.
� Scotland suffers compared to other small countries of its lack of an international airport. In the meantime, greater use of existing

facilities and the refurbishment of some assets should be undertaken.
� More University and academic input is needed to improve VisitScotland and Scottish Enterprise's decision-making on Tourism -

advisory committee with university sector.
Dunira Strategy EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY

� Good framework for future planning with development of clear targets and emphasis on quality and standards, but is let down by
its lack of focus on communication and sustainable growth.

� Scotland's tourism industry needs to become more integrated with the rest of the economy.
� More fundamental issues of sustainability need to be addressed urgently.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� VisitScotland�s recent series of consultations demonstrates its commitment and its ambition to take up the challenge to have an

tremendous impact on the industry's future shape and infrastructure.
� Regular consultation with all stakeholders is essential if VisitScotland is to maintain the authority to lead on these difficult issues.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� FMD had a significant effect on the continental market, whilst transatlantic tourism also fell after 9-11.
� Both events confirmed the importance of the UK market to Scotland, whilst also highlighting the sensitivity of overseas markets to

poorly-managed communications.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� Each agency already has a reasonably clear function, but for the avoidance of any doubt it may be appropriate for all of them to

publicly reaffirm their missions.
� VisitScotland - management and development of a statutory QA scheme, tactical and strategic national and international

marketing campaigns on behalf of the whole industry, advocacy on behalf of the industry to other industries and to government
(Scottish, UK, European), communication of government policy and legislation to tourism businesses, facilitation of training
initiatives and other industry communication fora, development of eTourism infrastructure and other marketing media, promotion
of local business networks.
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� Enterprise agencies - delivery of training, facilitation of local business networks, funding of local enterprise.
� BTA - proactive PR, international marketing campaigns, carrying the Scottish message within UK framework to overseas markets.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� If well-spent, additional funds will always facilitate growth, but it may not be sustainable and there is no guarantee that the

provision of additional funds will translate into an effective spending policy.
� Taking into account environmental consideration, grants-in-aid  should be allocated to tourism businesses wanting to adopt best

practice environmental management and in time environmental criteria should be added to all QA standards.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� The strength of ATBs is that they know their local area better than anyone else and that they represent all local tourism suppliers.
� The challenge for the ATB structure is to work effectively with the wider business community, reducing duplication, multiplying

efficiencies and identifying opportunities for businesses to work together more effectively.
� Efficiency and quality in tourism requires joined-up delivery and ATBs are best placed to promote this business concept locally and

effectively.
ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� The Executive failed to take advantage of the opportunity to differentiate itself from England and Wales - Small tourism businesses

in Northern Ireland have been encouraged to accept the Euro in view of their proximity to the Republic.  Given the similarity of
tourist profile between Scotland and Northern Ireland, it can be argued that the Executive could and should have supported the
extension of this natural European axis across the North Channel.

PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� Niche marketing can be counter-intuitive, but consumer segments need to be defined in terms of the media through which they

can be contacted not in terms of the products that they choose to buy, although there can be a high degree of correspondence.
� The Scotland brand (which can include a range of sub-brands) should be a portal into the portfolio of all possible Scottish holidays

and in itself should represent choice and variety, so that it is relevant to everyone.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� eTourism has a good vision which meets the minimum ideal requirements of an effective national e-tourism system with the

provision of online information and on-line booking facility (or at least all relevant contact information) for each individual listing,
combined with appropriate search facilities.

� However, to win the confidence of all stakeholders, it must quickly explain how it will mitigate the many technical risks associated
with this kind of IT project.

� eTourism's development of visitscotland.com should be linked to BTA's Internet strategy.
� The greatest opportunity for eTourism is perhaps to provide a framework for a national revenue management system.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� The optimum model for TICs is as an interface between local tourism suppliers and potential customers, providing a service to both.
� TICs have a critical role in the provision of precise local information - as opposed to the headline information that will tend to be

initially the limit of knowledge available within the VisitScotland contact centre. This additional local knowledge can then be fed
into the "knowledge" system, making Scotland's tourist information services more robust, efficient and effective, helping to ensure
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that a greater proportion of enquirers are converted into visitors for the benefit of the whole Scottish economy.
Electric Scotland Ltd ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA

� VisitScotland should spend more time on the web development and try to understand what makes a web site work (mainly in
relation to compelling content and interactive capabilities). To make the best of the web, VisitScotland need to: understand that
they can�t do it all themselves, employ marketing people with a track record of successful web marketing, radically change their
site to enthuse visitors and persuade them to come back often, do more to talk about history and heritage, divert some funds to
help other major Scottish web sites to promote Scotland as a tourist destination, employ people to do nothing but find interesting
tourist related stories to feed to other web sites, promote other travel web sites on their site free of charge, award ratings for other
web sites to encourage them to display that rating and link to their web site from the award, focus more effort on Canada and the
USA.

� VisitScotland should support (both financially and for content) more private tourism organisations doing a good job in promoting
Scotland (for site such as Electric Scotland is the No.1 web site for Scots overseas). VisitScotland should indeed distribute content to
other Scottish websites, which will increase coverage.

GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Questioning on why VisitScotland website only received about 14,000 visitors a day with all the staff used for the VisitScotland web

sites and the TV and media coverage. In comparison Electric Scotland receives 10,000 visitors per day to the site, with only 1 full
time person and one volunteer helper and no spend on advertising.

� Questioning on why VisitScotland should spend considerable money on developing a website when others already do a much
better job and they could spend less and partner with those site by providing content and some financial support. (thinking here
about the VisitScotland Ancestral website and Electric Scotland site.

Fouters Bistro CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� In order to improve the future of the tourism industry in Scotland, Government should address the fundamental need for a quality

driven industry trained well, paid well and motivated to be the best. More funding and emphasis should be given to further
education and training.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� The ATBs do not work and do not enjoy the support or confidence of the industry, nor do they enjoy the confidence of their funding

local authorities or Enterprise companies.
� More than 80% of all ATBs budget goes on staff and premises costs i.e. supporting the employment.
� ATBs could be removed, while local information delivery could be the role of the local councils. Scotland could easily be marketed

as one region with a central effective IT centre, with information about niche, theme or activity opportunities.
� Local Tourism groups should be financially encouraged to continue with product and service developments where their efforts

have resulted in  improvements to the  visitor product and experience.
� All businesses involved with any aspect of tourism should be classed as a member of the Tourism effort in Scotland. There should be

no membership fee, however a local licensing procedure could be put in place to ascertain their capability of trading in the
tourism market.

GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
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� Problem in staff within both the Areas and National Tourist Boards - rarely is a post filled with someone actually properly qualified to
do the job. The position usually goes to someone all ready in employment either in the ATB/VisitScotland or  that is surplus to
requirement in another department.

� Tourism development Forum should receive funding from a central point  - Scottish Executive or National Enterprise Company.
� VisitScotland should pursue its work on the development of grading scheme (for accommodation, food�) - only destinations

offering a quality experience will be rewarded with good growth in visitors.
� Lack of good effective training in all aspects of the Hospitality Industry.

Glencoe Mountain
Cottages,Gleann Leac
na Muidhe B&B

EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� Concern regarding the new e-commerce arrangement as with the introduction of on line booking with VisitScotland

establishments are being �blackmailed� into signing up to the system (while they could already have signed up with other agency)
by being threatened to appear last when visitors log on. Believes that all members should be treated equally.

ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� VisitScotland should carry on the main marketing of Scotland and with at least the same level of funding.
� The e-commerce arrangements should be addressed to become more fair.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Lack of sources of advertising for small enterprises due to lack / mis-functioning of HOST.

Gordon C Barr ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� VisitScotland and LECs should put more emphasis in helping fund and advise small tourist businesses.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Small businesses need more support towards their marketing and promotion effort as they usually do not have the necessary

budget required.
� More detailed and comprehensive promotional material covering every areas of Scotland should be made available in main

point of entries / gateways (such as ferry terminals). More material should also be made available in foreign languages. Internet
kiosks should also be installed to provide visitor access to VisitScotland website.

Gordon C Thomson GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Development of affordable luxury family accommodation required.
� Development of quality scheme for campsite required.

Grant James A Details on experiences during a recent tour to the Western Isles.

Howie Eleanor J ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� VisitScotland should be able to undertake its own overseas marketing activities independently to BTA. Marketing co-operation with

BTA should take place on a voluntary basis where judged appropriate.
� Local Authorities should have statutory close links with the Tourist Industry in their Community Planning role, as with all other local

industries.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
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� Strategic financial support for the Tourism Industry should be provided by public purse, similarly to that required by the agriculture
industry.

� Concern about the way LECs spend its funds on economic development and about the criteria used for their decisions.
� The role of the LEC in relation to training for the tourist industry should be clarified and co-ordinated with the industry itself having a

role in identifying what is needed and how it would be best delivered.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� When local TICs are not available in smaller places, existing facility (such as Post Office or filling station) should be used to distribute

local tourism information (provided by nearest TIC) with a "i" symbol prominently displayed.
� A Freephone link with TICs could also be appropriate in some locations.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Need for the develop of quality schemes / minimum standard of quality with inspection scheme and basic licensing. VisitScotland

quality assurance scheme could be adapted to include a basic �licensing� check (or this could be done in partnership with local
authorities who currently inspect premises for various licensing requirements). All licensed businesses could be included as members
of the ATB, by virtue of being licensed.

� Confusion among the role of VisitScotland and ATBs.
Inverness & District
Chamber of Commerce

ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� Local Authorities and LECs should continue to be involved in tourism strategy and the provision of marketing support.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� ATBs should be true membership organisations controlled by tourism members in their area and be locally focused on the needs of

the tourism businesses which they serve.
� Although it would be difficult to make membership mandatory, there should be real incentives for members to join, to foster

maximum support for their own local organisation.
� ATBs should continue with their role of marketing the area that they serve, under the lead of VisitScotland�s national marketing

plan. They should also lead any marketing initiatives for their area, which may be publicly funded.
� ATB structures should reflect the status of cities within their areas as tourism destinations.
� ATBs should work much more closely with each other to encourage use of best practice and to provide networking.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� ATBs should be encouraged to promote the use of e-commerce by visitors, not just before they arrive at their destination, but to

enable them to access information and data when they are in the area through terminals based in TICs and other public areas.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� Key TICs should have secured funding for a number of years, to ensure that they can operate satisfactorily and provide adequate

training for their staff (funding by Local Authority or other central funding).
Kilmarnock College EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY

� Although the current Tourism strategy has started to address the need for Public, Private and Voluntary Sector organisations to work
more closely in order to achieve common goals, it is essential to highlight the need to work in partnership with all key players to
address the current issues of quality and recruitment within the sector.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� The increased profile of VisitScotland in Scotland is clearly evident in the work undertaken with International and domestic tourists

as well as key major employers.
� However, concern regarding the communication channels between VisitScotland and the Further and Higher education sector on

training projects. Colleges could become key providers in developing focussed educational and training opportunities based on
defined advantage through the use of new technology.

National Trust for
Scotland (NTS)

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� The current Tourism Strategy has achieved a measure of success, but there remains much progress to be made. VisitScotland (VS)

has become more pro-active and more focused on marketing, but there seems to be only partial success in terms of performance
within the industry. Communication certainly needs to improve, as it is not easy to assess progress against the national targets.

� Linkages between other Executive and agencies strategies is important.
� In implementing the Strategy, the Tourism Innovation Group represents the best opportunity for the industry to participate fully in

the strategy being promoted by the public sector.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� Although the approach to marketing and the brand appears to be the right one, the results will take longer to be clearly

demonstrated and evaluated.
� Recognition of a greater willingness to listen and engage with the industry, but this two-way communication with the industry can

always be improved and a greater understanding of VS�s plans would elicit a more effective response from the industry.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� The overall total financial loss to the Trust was in the region of £¼ Million (based on a comparison with 2000 figures).
� The refund to holiday-makers alone, due to stay in our self-catering cottages and flats, was in the region of £32,000.
� The Trust was instrumental in the drafting of the Comeback Code, and the model risk assessment forms that were used in the

procedure for re-opening the countryside to residents and visitors alike.
� Recognition of the importance of tourism and the positive bringing together of key industry players with the common purpose and

clear objective of re-opening the countryside.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� VisitScotland - VS�s primary role should be the marketing of Scotland as a quality destination for leisure and business tourism, with

secondary roles of product development, quality assurance and promotion of the industry as a whole. These latter functions,
however, should be led by the private sector working in partnership with VS with resources being made available, through the
Scottish Enterprise Network (SEN), to individual businesses and collaborative alliances such as the TIG.  Further functions of VS should
be to manage the brand of Scotland, if necessary absorbing Scotland the Brand into itself.

� Enterprise Agencies � they should be solely responsible for supporting industry, both collectively and individually, in developing and
establishing initiatives that will improve Scotland�s competitive position within tourism.  The SEN needs to work very closely with VS
and industry bodies such as ASVA, STF and TIG in order to ensure that SEN is working to the same strategy and tourism industry
objectives. The SEN should also provide other resources such as training and business consultancy, thereby helping to establish a
consistent level of expertise and innovation across the industry, to keep Scotland ahead of international competition.
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� BTA � it should certainly have responsibility for bringing visitors into the UK and the recently established UK-wide forum representing
the Chairmen of the National Tourist Boards is welcomed. The forum should ensure that the proposition presented to the world is
co-ordinated, and plays to our collective strengths. We would encourage a review of responsibilities undertaken by the BTA, a
greater awareness of BTA targets and, where most appropriate, would welcome the introduction of dedicated VS staff working in
BTA offices for key overseas markets.

CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The budget for tourism, divided between VS, the SEN and Scottish Executive conservation agencies, should be increased to reflect

the importance of the industry to Scotland and the amount it contributes to the economy.  Benchmarking, both of budgets and
return on investment, should be a continuous process with other competitor destinations, and its findings widely disseminated.

� The Trust welcomes the recognition for the protection of Scotland�s heritage. However, this support must follow through in the
spending plans of agencies such as Historic Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� As indicated in the Trust�s response to the recent ATB Review, the ATBs should be run under the auspices of VS to provide the

gateways/reception/interface with visitors when they arrive and ensure consistency of brand.
ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� Currently the Trust does not accept the Euro at its properties, and has found that, since its introduction, requests for payment using

Euros have been fairly limited. It is anticipated that it will be introduced at a few properties next year, but only where there is
sufficient demand.

PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� The promotion of niche marketing should be achieved through VS working with the SEN and the industry.  To avoid duplication of

effort, VS should be able to look at the country as a whole and identify those parts of the industry and country that can best fit the
individual niche categories.  Co-ordinating mechanisms between VS, the businesses and ATB areas that are represented should be
introduced to ensure effective communication so that all partners within a niche group can fully participate.

� The objective of niche marketing should be to anticipate and identify future trends and interests and ensure that the promotion of
Scotland matches them. It is also important to ensure that Scotland�s niche markets are being exploited by BTA internationally in
collaboration with VS.

EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� The Trust welcomes the introduction of the new eTourism strategy and the redevelopment of the website.
� However, the potential for e-tourism can be exploited most effectively by fully engaging with the private sector and that the Board

of eTourism should reflect knowledge of both the tourism industry and the latest in internet expertise.
� Internet marketing is perhaps the easiest promotional tool to evaluate and clear targets should be published and evaluated

annually.
� Benchmarking against successful countries such as Ireland and New Zealand should be carried out to establish the best model.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� It is essential that the industry gains and retains the full support of the Scottish Executive, so that public and private sector can work

together effectively and the industry can realise its potential.
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Ryanair EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Too early to judge its effectiveness.  However some changes have been made to recognise the role that low cost airlines play in

Scotland and marketing has started to be directed to those markets.
� Number and length of advertising campaign in overseas markets (served by low cost airlines or which could be served) is

inadequate � more would be required.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� Ryanair measures VisitScotland�s effectiveness on what it delivers for the markets served by low cost airlines.
� The reorganisation of the marketing team hasn�t brought enough change in terms of speed of delivery. This seemed due to the

budget uncertainty.
� The restructure of Marketing into market groups/activities is over complicated and we feel that one simple message ie �Scotland�

followed by how to get to there is what is needed, consumers will then find out about golf and walking when they see that they
can easily access Scotland and cheaply.

� Less money should be put into outsourcing the design and purchase of adverts as much of the VisitScotland international
marketing budget is taken this way.

� Short break campaigns should be carried out all year round and not only in Spring - Simple cost effective adverts year round would
be better than a massively expensive campaign once a year.

� VisitScotland needs to focus on drawing its main tourism potential from the direct access avenues that it has. More focus should be
turned to the markets where access is good.

IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� The impact of the events in 2001 delivered huge opportunities for the low cost airlines.  Ryanair were the first to drop prices

following 9/11, to keep consumer confidence in flying this led to increasing passenger numbers and this trend has continued since.
Europe offers the best opportunity to boost visitor numbers to Scotland and direct low cost access is the key to this.

ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� There is currently too much confusion and duplication in tourism promotion throughout Scotland with councils each having tourism

departments with budgets supplied through the enterprise offices. Tourism should be centralised with VisitScotland marketing
�Scotland plc� and an area/regional structure to home in on each region.

� VisitScotland should be responsible for the promotion of Scotland across the world.
� VisitScotland should work more closely with the BTA and its resources - Scotland is always under promoted in the BTA offices that

are in the cities that we serve.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The current budget for tourism is insufficient considering that its is one of Scotland�s largest industry.
� Too little is directed to the markets that will deliver immediate returns i.e. Europe.
� Too much is wasted also by paying 3rd parties to deliver the goal - the structure and employment levels are sufficient to deliver all

in-house saving costs and delivering more.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� The current 14 ATBs are too many and cause finances to be watered down, with many ATBs having insufficient budget to actually
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deliver anything significant.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� Ryanair believes that niche marketing is a �costly waste of time�.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� Promotion through the VisitScotland.com should be a major focus with less reliance on the brochures that are a massive drain on

budget.
Scenic Maps EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES

� General opinion of lack of understanding on how they relate to each other.
� There are too many ATBs and they do not generally meet the needs of businesses in the industry, failing to help them develop and

failing to act as a co-ordinating body to help Scotland meet the challenges in the 21st Century.
� The whole culture of the Tourist Boards needs a radical change, putting more emphasis of meeting the need of the tourist industry.
� The Tourist Boards should have clear objectives as well as an active strategy for achieving them.
� ATBs� performances should be monitored and members consulted on their satisfaction with  the ATB.

Scottish Council for
Development and
Industry (SCDI)

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Too early to tell how effective the strategy or the �Framework for Action� has been.
� However, SCDI�s enquiries have concluded that, in general the strategy and in particular the �Framework for Action�, have

contributed positively to policy positions.  The marketing and branding of the tourism product to the consumer has improved.
� But SCDI believes that there are some basic issues concerning Scottish tourism that are not being adequately addressed.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� VisitScotland�s reorganisation has increased the focus of that organisation.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� These events highlighted, however, the importance to the Scottish economy of the tourism sector.
� Fortunately, it would seem that the industry recovered quite quickly from FMD, although it may have inhibited growth somewhat,

but there are few signs of a longer-term impact.
� Another result of FMD was in emphasising the importance of Scotland�s major cities as tourism centres.
� There could have been a much more concerted campaign to negate the message that the whole country was out of bounds.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� Each of the public sector bodies involved in tourism should have a clear and defined role to play and overlap of function should

be kept to a minimum.
� SCDI has found no reason to question the different roles defined in Appendix Two of the �Framework for Action� lists for

VisitScotland, the Enterprise agencies and the BTA.
� However, from SCDI�s investigations it seems that the perception of duplication is still prevalent and that there is still widespread

doubt as to whether the roles of the industry support bodies are suitably defined.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� SCDI is pleased to note that since 1999, VisitScotland�s budget has increased, albeit much of that increase being provided to cope
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with the effects of the FMD outbreak and the announcement of an extra windfall being allocated to VisitScotland in 2002 was
welcome.

� However, if VisitScotland is to function properly as the main flagbearer of Scotland�s tourist industry and to increase the
effectiveness of the various functions that it performs, increased investment is required, especially with regard to marketing.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� From the tourist�s perspective, boundaries are of no consequence and the number of ATBs and the areas they cover must be

secondary to the role and effectiveness of the Boards.  Whatever number is chosen, they must work in close partnership and
produce greater efficiency.

ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� There is no substantial evidence to suggest that the introduction of the Euro, and the UK�s decision not to enter the single currency,

is causing particular problems to Scotland�s tourism industry.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� Widespread and effective use of new technology must be encouraged - more investment needed to ensure affordable access to

broadband technologies so that Scotland can compete effectively in the new economy.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� The issue on appropriate education and training is essential � the success of Scotland as a tourist destination depends on the

service providers that sell to visitors and the support infrastructure having an undeniable quality image.
� The ease, speed and cost of travel all have a bearing on Scotland�s ability to attract visitors.

Scottish Environment LINK GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� It is important that public policy in relation to tourism recognises the breadth of the industry � that it includes everyone living in

Scotland engaging in leisure activities as well as visitors from elsewhere � as well as its reliance on its key resource, the Scottish
environment.

� There is a strong need to address the issue of staff training within the tourism sector.
Scottish National
Heritage (SNH)

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Belief that Scottish tourism is beginning to move in the right direction.
� However the failure to ground the strategy explicitly in the principles of sustainable development is a marked weakness and a

source of real concern.
� In addition although the strategy highlights the natural heritage and environment it fails to draw conclusions about how it should

be used or about the responsibilities the industry has towards it and very little detail is provided on the other key stakeholders, who
own or manage the environmental assets upon which much of the industry is based.

� Care for the environment should be central to the delivery of the new strategy.  The industry will only truly be effective if a more
wide-ranging and integrated approach to tourism is taken.

EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� VisitScotland has a key role in bringing together the wide array of public bodies that influence tourism in Scotland.  Pro-active work

is required to achieve the results described above, and VisitScotland is best placed to bring the interests together and facilitate
their work.
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� In addition to the main tourism bodies of VisitScotland, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and Scottish Enterprise, a number of other
bodies should be brought more into the tourism arena such as Scottish National Heritage and SEERAD.

IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� The Foot and Mouth epidemic highlighted tourism�s economic significance, and particularly the dependence of the rural

economy on tourism.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� SNH has no firm view on where the relevant responsibilities should lie, only on the need for greater clarity about the roles of these

different agencies.
� Business investment and wider product development should be closely linked within a strategic approach defined by the Tourism

Framework for Action.  It might be desirable to bring both local product development measures and marketing together within a
single body, whether LEC- or tourism-based.

� There is an opportunity for the BTA to take a more strongly differentiated  approach, which recognises that Scotland�s appeal is
grounded more heavily in the quality of its natural environment than is the more historically-based English product.

CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The current approach, which identifies tourism investment largely in relation to Executive support for VisitScotland and those tourism

elements of Enterprise Network spend, fails to identify adequately other Governmental and private sector support that sustains the
tourism sector.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� Local industry based bodies such as ATBs are key to the successful delivery of the Framework for Action as SNH recognises that the

delivery of tourism services must reflect local circumstances and priorities.
� Recently there have been some very good examples of inter-area working within the current structure.
� There is a need for better integration of product development and marketing, and it may be worth considering an alternative

option of a purely facilitative role for slimmed-down ATBs, to support local tourism businesses. Marketing, product development,
and business services may be better supplied by a single and different agency, possibly an enhanced VisitScotland.

PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� There is a need to differentiate between a niche product which can be enjoyed by a wide spectrum of tourists as part of a more

general holiday, and a niche market of tourists seeking a specialist holiday.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� visitscotland.com is an extremely important initiative, providing an accessible and cost effective way for tourists to plan their

holiday, wherever they are.
� The provision of online information on natural heritage is considered essential and discussion are under way with visitscotland.com

and e-tourism Ltd.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� TICs are critical to the needs of visitors, with a high percentage of all visitors using them.
� Need for each TIC to be linked to a national network to allow visitors access to the full range of information.
� VisitScotland should take over the co-ordination, administration and funding function for the TIC network. The aim should be
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common standards of service and training, focussing primarily upon the needs of the visitor for information.
Scottish Retail Consortium
(SRC)

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� SRC Agree with the key areas identified by the strategy for the retail sector and believe that some progress has been made in

these areas.
� The Retail sector intends to engage with the new marketing approach developed by VisitScotland.
� However, there is still a considerable amount of work to be done in engaging with the retail sector, and the SRC believes that more

market and visitor research should be undertaken on the level of interest in the retail sector that tourists have, and have the
potential to have.

EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� VisitScotland has been through significant change and it is difficult to assess its incremental effectiveness in going forward.
� VisitScotland should engage more with the retail sector.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� The percentage of expenditure by tourists on general shopping and clothing actually went up, and using the figures available, the

level of spending on these two categories rose from £556 million to £620.5 million.
� All retailers suffered an initial impact from the foot and mouth crisis but expenditure on more staple items returned.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� The BTA should maintain the Britain-wide marketing as the points of entry to Scotland from other countries is often limited and via

English airports.  The BTA should work more closely with VisitScotland so that their marketing strategies work effectively together.
� VisitScotland should be able to become a facilitator of tourism initiatives and strategies, rather than taking the lead role.
� Scottish Enterprise and Highlands & Islands Enterprise should form part of the partnership between VisitScotland and the private

sector so that resources can be utilised effectively.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The SRC believes that the total budget allocated by the Scottish Executive for public bodies to be spent on tourism for 2001-02 is

appropriate.  This should be maintained in real terms for the foreseeable future.
� The SRC believes that within this budget, more resources should be focused on marketing, while co-ordination of this budget

between the various public bodies is most important.
� The private sector should be able to advise the public bodies on where they think the budget should be targeted.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� The SRC recommends that the membership approach and funding mechanism for ATBs be reconsidered � indeed currently

membership of ATBs means that non-members are not only excluded from ATB services but also from marketing initiatives.
� The SRC is of the opinion that the funding of ATBs should come from a central mechanism so as to take the strain away from over-

stretched local authorities.
� ATB structures should be clear and consistent so that the private sector has a clear route to engaging with them, and also with

LECs and local authorities in their work with ATBs.  A local partnership approach is key to this but a transparent structure and
consistent working practices would mean all businesses from local independent retailers to huge international multiples would
understand how they can participate.
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ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� As yet, the Euro has had very little impact on retailers.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� The SRC welcomes the work of tourism bodies in Scotland to develop niche tourism.
� However, the SRC believes that one niche market whose potential has not been realised is that of retail.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� There is a huge potential to join up various websites and add on-line shops to websites already in existence.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� The SRC has no opinion on the funding and management arrangements for TICs, but believes that benefit would be gained from

training TIC staff on the retail opportunities available in their local areas.
Sculptural Woodturning GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN

� Importance of human interaction and local knowledge.
Skye & Lochalsh
Enterprise

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
Whilst there is enthusiasm for the current marketing campaign, two main concerns should be raised:
� the under investment/lack of funding for such a vital and huge sector,
� the lack of communication between Visitscotland and those they are supposed to represent i.e. the tourism industry.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� The LEC view is that the re-organisation doesn't seem to have made any substantive change, except an improvement on the

advertising campaign.
� The problem might be due to a lack of effective communication with members.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� The importance of the rural tourism industry was finally noticed.
� Recognition of the need of own marketing effort.
� Importance of co-operating with other industries.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� VisitScotland should deal with strategic marketing abroad and home. They should look to other countries for examples of effective

target marketing. Visitscotland should be responsible for international marketing, but local enterprise agencies should be given
funds to help local delivery for funding advertising and marketing in the locality. Maybe each LEC should have a full time tourism
officer, to help with tourism training and local promotion.

�  The BTA is not perceived as representing Scotland well, so VisitScotland should be allocated the BTA funds to increase their activity
on Scotland�s behalf.

CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� The agencies promoting Tourism are greatly under funded.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� ATB structure needs to be reviewed. Views range from the downsizing of the ATB�s to their complete removal, with smaller areas
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being answerable direct to VisitScotland. The areas could match those of the LEC�s and Local Authorities.
� The boundaries should also be reviewed.
� There needs to be greater co-operation with neighbouring areas.
� Costs could be saved by having payroll and administrative functions of the ATB�s dealt with centrally, thus releasing more funds for

marketing initiatives.
ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� The sooner we become Euro friendly the better. Signs welcoming Euro�s should be made available. Pressure on banks should be

placed to improve their handling of Euro currency.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� Niche marketing should come second to destination marketing.
� Niche marketing needs to provide convenient and well-marketed packages.
� Funding should be made available through the LEC�s for niche marketing by local marketing groups/ business groups who want to

engage in their own marketing efforts.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� Good method for complimenting the traditional marketing mediums.
� Maintenance and promotion should be a high priority.
� Advice through the LEC�s is essential for individual businesses looking to engage in e-business.
� VisitScotland should contract with experienced specialists to build the website, rather than setting up an in house team to learn

how the website should be developed.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� Funding is too low.
� Franchise schemes are a good idea, but more training needed for staff familiarisation at a subsidised rate through the Local

Enterprise Companies.
� Franchise businesses need to be monitored carefully, and their infrastructure funded to ensure a professional outlook.
� Accessibility is also important - so they should open on Sundays too.
� More use could be made for tourism info in Post Offices, libraries, ferry terminals etc. to ensure the visitors can access information at

all times.
� The issue of quality control should be considered with the compulsory registration of accommodation providers.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� High profile targeted campaigns are needed to further enhance Scotland�s profile.
� The development of the travel infrastructure is essential � better linking between different forms of public transport to allow

affordable easy access to tourist areas
� Training should also be increased, in particular awareness of the area as well as customer care.

Scottish Tourist Guides
Association (STGA)

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
One of the objectives in the �New Strategy for Scottish Tourism � February 2002� was to market Scotland as a �world class destination�.
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In view of the above statement, it would seem that the current tourism strategy has not been effective and not taken into
consideration :
� the rapid change in consumer behaviour and been able to respond accordingly
� the development of innovative products and services, which are based on customer demands and expectations.
� the clear market branding required to promote Scotland as a quality product
� the required rise in quality standards through training and development
� the demand for improved and cheaper access to and within Scotland
� the need for a government minister dedicated to tourism
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� It is generally recognised that VisitScotland has been attempting to fulfil its current role in tourism but it is still not effective enough.
� STGA feels that Visitscotland�s primary role should be focussed on the marketing of Scotland at home and abroad, while

everything else should be secondary.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� After FMD, very little was done financially to help individual tourism businesses.
� Visitor numbers to Scotland fell dramatically after 11 September.  Those businesses in the cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh faired

better than those in the rural area.
� Many felt that the Scottish Executive should have offered better support during this time.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� The industry has currently limited understanding of the current relationships between Visitscotland, the ATBs, the Enterprise network

and BTA.
� Need for greater clarity over the respective roles and responsibilities of the different agencies in order to remove unnecessary

duplication.
� STGA feels that there is a need to work in partnership both for delivery of the product and effective marketing.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� VisitScotland can only dedicate a too limited budget for marketing.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� Significant industry confusion over ATB membership structures, with the belief that VisitScotland is a membership organisation and

the ATBs belong to Visitscotland.
� The benefits and subscription cost f ATB membership vary widely.
� STGA believes that the ATB network should offer a consistent service across the network in the quality and delivery of its products,

while they also need to be flexible to deliver to the market and changing needs of the customers.
� Since 2001, STGA feels that the ATB Network has been working more effectively, particularly with regards to joint marketing

initiatives.
ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� In general, the introduction of the Euro was viewed with little concern by Scottish tourism businesses.
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� Many organisations have now addressed the problem and are currently accepting sales using the Euro.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� STGA feels that it is important to identify the appropriate niche markets, which will attract visitors to Scotland.  This should be based

on sound market research and consumer trends.
� Marketing should be lead by VisitScotland, working in partnership with the ATB network, Enterprise Agencies and Local Authorities.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� There is a tremendous potential for the development of e-tourism and STGA believes that e-Touruism Ltd will enable that to take

place, providing tourism businesses with a greater access to their markets and enabling them to compete in the world market,
which is increasingly relying on e-business.

� The partnership between the public and private sectors is essential to the success of the project.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
The network of TIC�s is important in supporting the visitor to Scotland at a local level. However, they need to be adequately funded
and operated on a sound commercial basis.  For the future TIC�s should:
� Offer a consistent level of service to customers across all TIC�s
� Work well across boundaries of existing ATBs to offer a seamless service to the customer.
� Develop a better understanding of product knowledge and improve efficiency
� Build on e-tourism for the future.

Sustrans EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Although cycling has been identified as one of the niche markets to be targeted by VisitScotland, the Tourism Framework for

Action 2002:2005 does not mention it specifically under the lists of objectives and actions.
� Sustrans would like to see alternative modes of transport more fully integrated into mainstream thinking, not only for tourism, but for

wider government policy.
� To achieve this a more 'joined-up' approach is required � better linkages and cooperation between all agencies that are

concerned with transport, health and environment.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� Recognition that tourism is inextricably linked with all parts of the economy, as well as with the recreational activities of British

people.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
� Much of the current funding is available in an ad hoc fashion which makes future planning difficult.
� There should be a more integrated approach to development and funding to ensure the most effective use of public money.
� Too much money tends to be directed into visitor attractions and not enough into basic infrastructure. I
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� VisitScotland and the ATBs should develop a more unified approach to marketing niche markets, such as cycling.
EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� More thought should be given to making information available to visitors who arrive outside business hours - outdoor maps outside
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TICs�
� Integrating tourism information provision with local businesses might provide a way of reducing costs while maintaining services to

visitors.
The Caley IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01

� FMD accentuated the steady decline in the Scottish tourism numbers, and resulted in this initiative to try to put things right.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Do not want to concentrate on the up-market segments.
� Feel that a National Park should be established in the Highlands of Scotland.

The Loreburne Centre EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Difficult to quantify - have not seen any marked increase in numbers through the shopping centre this year and are currently

running significantly down on growth based on the previous two years, which include FMD and September the 11th.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
� The Centre has not renewed its membership based on current performance.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� FMD caused a sharp drop in numbers in March 01 and this was as a direct result of lack of information to the public, once public

were better informed the numbers increased significantly.
� September 11th did not appear to have any effect on numbers through the door although there is no doubt that this would have

varied dependant on location.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� The objective is to promote Scotland and increase visitor numbers, from which hopefully everyone will benefit.
� The tourist industry does not feel that they are adequately represented and businesses tend to withdraw their membership.
� The restrictive Tourist Board�s policy of advertising the region rather than specific areas/events is unhelpful and is another reason

why some businesses withdraw their membership.
The Tourism Society �
Scottish Chapter

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT TOURISM STRATEGY
� Concern that the effectiveness of the current strategy is limited by the fact that it is still politically driven, rather than generated

from the knowledge and expertise of the industry.
� In the present approach, strategy at national and regional level appears output-driven, as each layer of strategy requires a

�contribution� in terms of its implementation from the level below.  This has the effect of constraining local decision-making and
discouraging innovation.

� More sophisticated ways of formulating strategy (e.g. scenario planning) would provide a better assessment of where the future
business opportunities lie and would allow risk/opportunity assessment to become an integral part of the process.

� The national tourism strategy must focus as clearly on skills as on marketing and investment issues.
EFFECTIVENESS OF VISITSCOTLAND POST RE-ORGANISATION
Too early to reach a considered judgement. However, three results of recent reorganisations seems to have damaged Scotland and
its tourism industry:
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� a loss of accumulated wisdom and knowledge.
� a confusion over roles and relationships.
� a significant loss of leadership at the national level.
IMPACT OF / RESPONSE TO FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE AND 9/11/01
� The response in Scotland is accepted as having been quite good, helped by the contact that ATBs retain with the majority of

tourism businesses, which made for ease of communication.
� The problem faced by some ATBs and local authorities in coming up with good ways to spend the extra money is a reflection of

their inability to be flexible and perhaps a sheer lack of knowledge and expertise.
ROLES OF VISITSCOTLAND, THE ENTERPRISE AGENCIES AND THE BTA
� Do not see a need for further adjustment in the relationship between VisitScotland and the BTA in overseas marketing.
� Issues relating to the relationship between VisitScotland, Scottish Enterprise, HIE and their networks of LECs. Their roles should be

complementary.
� All parts of the Enterprise Networks should be committed themselves to supporting tourism as one of the main motors of the Scottish

economy, now and for the future.  This should affect support for training, investment and general business development alike.
� Do not wish to see a greater commitment by the LECs to tourism product development leading to a loss of influence in this area by

VisitScotland.
� National leadership and vision are sorely needed in order to improve standards and encourage innovation across Scotland.
� The Enterprise Networks must be encouraged to make full use of the expertise of VisitScotland in setting their priorities for investment

and in developing local strategies.
� See no reason for rigidly separating the Enterprise Networks from the business of tourism marketing.
CURRENT BUDGET FOR TOURISM AND ON THE FOCUS OF INVESTMENT
There are four budgets to consider, affected by different considerations:
� The budget for VisitScotland � and particularly for its core marketing and promotional activities. Further increase in the marketing

budget would be required.
� The budget for Area Tourist Boards - ATBs in their current form are not the best support structure for the industry at local level,

however, adequate funding should be provided for whatever local support mechanism is selected for the future. Currently, most
ATBs do not have sufficient funds to operate effectively and have no real core funding and must rely on many sources of
discretionary funds.

� The budget (no longer separately identifiable) is the one potentially available to Scottish companies as financial assistance
towards the development of their tourism products.  There is a body of opinion that would welcome the return of a level playing
field as far as selective assistance is concerned, along the lines of the Section 4 funding available in the past from the STB.

� The budget (perhaps never been properly identified) which is the total sum of those elements in the Scottish Executive budget
which do not have �tourism� in their title and yet contribute significantly to the national success in tourism. They range from the
more obvious budgets for museums and galleries, for arts and culture and for improvements in the transport infrastructure, to a
range of more hidden activities (support to farm-based tourism�).  We suggest that it would be a salutary exercise for the Scottish
Executive not just to compile such a budget but also to use it as a way of reminding Ministers and officials throughout the
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administration of their responsibility for improving Scotland�s competitive position in tourism.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AREA TOURIST BOARD STRUCTURE / OTHER POSSIBLE STRUCTURES
� There is no general acceptance among members that ATBs in their current form are the best support structure for the industry at

local level.
ISSUES FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO
� Few issues have come to TS�s attention. However, specific concerns about the inability of some retail outlets near some of the ports

used by cruise ships to cope with transactions in Euros.
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NICHE MARKETING
� Niche markets exploit the diversity of location and landscape, depending on visitor enjoyment of the small scale and the exclusive

� at all points in the price range.  This puts a premium on local, sectoral and specialist marketing initiatives, but these in turn need to
be backed up by good market intelligence and supportive, well differentiated campaigns at the national level.

� There is great scope for linking niche markets in tourism with other quality Scottish products � particularly food and drink.
EXPLOITATION OF E-TOURISM
� e-commerce is increasingly important in selling tourism products.
� Initial relationships between Scotland and potential tourists can be built up over the web.  Users need to be able to translate this

relationship into actual visiting, including designing a bespoke tour via the web.  This requires the development of media based
web-sites, rather than the essentially text-based sites (electronic forms of the general accommodation brochure) which are
currently common.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CURRENT FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TICs
� The funding and management of TICs are complex issues, as they serve a number of different purposes, tourist business being just

one.  One of the problems they face at present is linked with inadequate levels of current ATB funding.
� With modern technology there are now other ways of servicing visitor information needs and we need to find a route forward that

meets customer requirements into the future.
GENERAL OTHER ISSUES OF CONCERN
� Markets and the response to them are central to successful tourism and should therefore be the starting point in any policy review.

Indeed market-led strategies and structures should result in clearer and better targeted messages to tourists.
� Overall strategic direction is essential to ensure that variable standards, internal competition and over-optimistic promotion at local

level do not undermine the overall product offering. The ideal national tourism strategy should therefore be a broad framework,
designed to guide the priorities of agencies working at national level and to foster creativity, quality and innovation at local levels
� and particularly in the private sector.   

� Although there has been a greater focus on training issues within Scotland�s tourism industry, there is still much to be done to give
all those working in and supporting the industry the skills required to compete in a global market.
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ENTERPRISE & LIFELONG LEARNING COMMITTEE
INQUIRY INTO TOURISM

MEMORANDUM FROM MINISTER FOR TOURISM, CULTURE & SPORT

INTRODUCTION

The Scottish Executive welcomes the Committee’s inquiry into tourism in
Scotland. Our vision, and that of VisitScotland, is that Scotland will be a
must-visit destination where visitors needs come first and tourism
makes a vital contribution to economic growth.

Tourism is Scotland’s biggest business sector and its prosperity matters to a
great many people throughout the country.  It directly provides employment for
nearly 200,000 - one in 11 people employed in Scotland work in a tourism-
related job, with the ratio being significantly higher in some rural areas.
Indirectly it contributes towards the maintenance of considerably more jobs,
since tourists spend more than £4 billion per year in Scotland.

This submission was written in the light of the research commissioned by the
Parliament from Stevens and Associates, and the many submissions which
the Committee has received, and does not seek to go over the same ground.
In particular, it does not repeat the data on tourism trends already provided by
VisitScotland and other industry players.  Rather it seeks to identify the overall
challenge facing Scottish tourism, and to set out the key strategic priorities
which the Executive has identified as vitally important to its success over the
next 3-5 years.

THE CHALLENGE

Tourism activity in Scotland in terms of numbers and tourism spend rose
steadily throughout the early part of the 1990s until 1997.  Since then there
has been a steady downward trend, matching that at UK level.  This decline
has happened despite international tourism continuing to grow, and despite
significant increases in investment in Scottish tourism .  The challenge is to
reverse this decline and re-establish tourism as a growth sector in the
Scottish economy.

That cannot be done by any one tourism player or group of players.  Rather it
will require a coherence of purpose within Scotland’s tourism industry, and
across both private and public sectors, which has not always been easy to
establish, but has become more apparent recently.  The Executive’s
perception is that the industry now understands, more clearly than it has ever
done, that unless it achieves this coherence of purpose and action, the
challenge of repositioning the tourism sector on the road to sustainable growth
will not be met.  There is, in the Executive’s view, no alternative to the one
team approach to building a Scottish tourism industry that is internationally
competitive.
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THE TOURISM STRATEGY AND TOURISM FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION

The Executive’s ‘Strategy for Scottish Tourism’ , published in 2000, identified
five priority areas for action

� To improve the structure of tourism funding;

� To improve the marketing of Scotland under a new marketing strategy;

� To use the latest technology to understand and meet the needs of
customers;

� To improve product and service quality across the industry; and

� To improve skills and training of those employed in the industry.

In order to ensure delivery of the strategy, the Executive published its Tourism
Framework for Action (TFA) in March 2002.  This developed the strategy and
sets out a range of actions; its preparation used the one team approach by
consulting and involving a great many people across the tourism sector.  The
three “pillars” of the TFA are:

� MARKET POSITION; increasing awareness of Scotland as a tourist
destination and improving access to and within Scotland;

� CONSUMER FOCUS; ensuring that tourism-related businesses provide
what their customers want;

� ENHANCED STATUS; ensuring that the importance of tourism to the
Scottish economy is fully and widely recognised.

To stimulate progress under the Tourism Framework for Action, a Steering
group under my chairmanship has been established, with top level
representation from private and public sector players in the tourism industry in
Scotland.  At its first meeting, it reviewed the 75 actions contained in the
Tourism Framework for Action and asked that these be prioritised.  This is
now being done by an Implementation Group chaired by VisitScotland, which
is working to prioritise the TFA actions, set targets for groups of these actions,
and devise ways of measuring progress against these targets.  It is intended
that there will be a report to Parliament on progress under the Tourism
Framework for Action by March 2003.
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BUDGETS

Across the public and private sectors, there is continued investment in
Scottish tourism.  VisitScotland’s budget increased from £12.8m in 1991-92 to
£18.3m in 1996-97, and to £33.2m this year (nearly as much as the British
Tourism Authority budget for marketing Britain in overseas markets).  And the
VisitScotland budget is less than half of what the public sector spends on
tourism in Scotland.  In 2001-02, the enterprise networks, local authorities,
Historic Scotland and SNH spent around £50m, making a total of around
£90m invested by the public sector last year across Scotland on
tourism.  To that sum could be added other Executive expenditure in areas
which benefit tourism in Scotland, such as transport (e.g. the Executive
funding in support of the new Rosyth – Zeebrugge ferry service).

Under the Executive’s 2003-06 Budget, tourism will receive additional funding
of £23m over the 3 year period.  This will be used to (a) increase the
VisitScotland budget, (b) enable Historic Scotland to fund improvements to
visitor attractions, and (c) fund the Executive’s new major events strategy
which will be announced shortly.

MOVING FORWARD

Good progress against the strategic priorities set out in 2000 is being made.
The first (to improve the structure of tourism funding) is in progress within
the context of the Executive’s recent Budget announcement and the ongoing
structural review of the ATB network.  Clearly the outcome of that review will
have to pay due regard to the very important issue of funding for whatever
local delivery mechanisms emerge from it.

Against the second strategic priority (to improve the marketing of
Scotland), VisitScotland are moving forward strongly with a new marketing
strategy.  This pays a great deal of attention to Scotland’s inherent brand
strengths as a tourism destination, and identifies themes within that (e.g.
Freedom of Scotland, walking, golf, vibrant cities) in which Scotland has so
much to offer.  Latest surveys show that accommodation occupancy is at its
highest level since 1998 in some areas and across several sectors.  These
figures appear to show that VisitScotland’s new marketing strategy is starting
to work, although no doubt much more needs to be done to develop it further.
Linked to the marketing priority is a target which the Executive has set as part
of its Budget arrangements, to get visitor numbers and spend in Scotland
back to pre-2001 levels by 2004, and to set new targets at that time.  There is
also a need to consider further the way in which VisitScotland markets
Scotland abroad, particularly in the light of the current BTA review of its
operations overseas.

The Executive’s emerging major events strategy will also provide a
framework for pursuing further opportunities and developments in
encouraging more people to visit Scotland.  Details of how the strategy will be
delivered will be announced soon; the aim is to position Scotland as a global
event destination by 2015.
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An aspect of marketing in which the Executive takes particular interest is in
promoting Scotland as a business tourism destination.  The returns on
investment in this area are high, and indeed the attraction of major business
events will be an integral part of the major events strategy.

Linked to the marketing of Scotland in overseas markets is the issue of direct
air access to Scotland.  This is a matter to which VisitScotland devotes
considerable resources, and the airlines are represented on the Framework
For Action Steering Group.

The third strategic priority (to use the latest technology to understand and
meet the needs of customers) has also moved froward very strongly with the
successful formation of the visitscotland.com partnership between
VisitScotland, the area tourist boards and Schlumberger Sema.  With
advances in new technology and the change in culture towards booking
holidays online, tourism must stay at the forefront of developments, making it
as easy as possible for tourists to arrange travel, accommodation and other
aspects of their stay in Scotland using the internet.  Again there is clearly
much work to do to build on this, but a good foundation has been laid; the
visitscotland.com website has taken more e-bookings in its first 3 months than
the previous computer system had taken in 3 years.  The Executive’s Budget
target in this area is that by 2005, 75% of accommodation in Scotland will be
bookable using the internet.

THE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR SCOTTISH TOURISM

On the fourth strategic priority (product quality), VisitScotland already runs a
very successful QA scheme which has a penetration rate of around 80%, and
helps tourism businesses to help themselves achieve improvements in quality.
Again that is a good foundation, but  the Executive believes that quality is
still a major issue for Scottish tourism.  There remain too many instances
of visitors to Scotland being disappointed by inconsistent quality of the tourism
experience.  The Executive is therefore considering how to further improve
product quality, perhaps by the introduction of some form of compulsory
registration scheme for tourism establishments to more actively regulate
quality standards, and to drive home the message that achieving high
standards of quality must be a key priority for all those involved in achieving
the success of tourism.  Product quality is one of the 2 key strategic
priorities for tourism which the Executive has set for VisitScotland.

Allied to this, it is clear that the skills and attitudes of those who work in the
industry will be central to the overall quality of the experience provided to our
guests.  So the other key strategic priority of the Executive is to improve
tourism employee skills and training.  The Executive has indicated to
VisitScotland that improving performance in this priority area must now be
pursued with renewed vigour.  There are of course a number of organisations
already working in this field.  The progress made in preparation for a new
Sector Skills Council for the hospitality industry is heartening, and Tourism
People is addressing the issue of skills/training in Scotland.  In addition
Springboard UK is seeking to address the recruitment issues which arise from
the low status in which the hospitality industry is held by potential recruits.  So
much is already being done to help those working in the industry rise to the
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challenge, but there is a great deal of work still to be done in this area, and the
Executive believes that there is an important role for VisitScotland to play,
contributing its expertise within the industry and making the connections with
industry and the public sector training providers more generally.

There is little point in reaching more potential customers, and successfully
enticing them to Scotland, if they are then disappointed with the experience,
and not only do not return but then influence others not to visit Scotland.  So
the Executive believes that achieving and consistently delivering very high
quality at every level is the only way forward for Scottish tourism, and that to
achieve success, the sector must address the 2 key priority areas set out
above.  Accordingly, VisitScotland has been asked to consider how to focus
more attention on these areas over the next 3-5 years, while not losing sight
of the importance of marketing and e-commerce.

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

A further issue for the future, underpinning all that is done across the tourism
spectrum, must be a sharper focus on the importance of sustainable
development, and on closing the opportunity gap.  The Executive has asked
VisitScotland to consider how to make progress in these cross-cutting areas.
Tourism already offers ease of entry and career potential to school leavers in
rural as well as urban areas.  And the sustainable development of Scottish
tourism is vital to its long term success.  Accordingly the Executive will be
considering with VisitScotland how best to build on its existing Green Tourism
Business Scheme.  The concept of sustainable tourism has in the past tended
to focus on eco-tourism opportunities (e.g. watching wildlife), which Scotland
has in abundance.  The challenge now is to change attitudes across the
tourism sector towards issues such as energy use and waste disposal.
Mechanisms such as an interest free loan scheme operated by the Energy
Saving Trust on behalf of the Executive will be considered as a way of
encouraging investment in new energy systems and other ways of improving
the sustainable performance of the tourism sector in Scotland.

Mike Watson
Minister for Tourism Culture and Sport
Scottish Executive

October 2002
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Meeting September 2002

Committee Work Programme 2003

The Committee’s current work programme runs until late early 2003 (attached at
Annex A). The Committee is expected to have agreed and launched its tourism
report by the end of January 2003.

On the assumption that the Committee will be meeting fortnightly in 2003, this would
leave approximately 4 meetings uncommitted in the period up until dissolution
(effectively 27 March). It should be noted that it is not possible for the committee to
undertake any activity whatsoever after 31 March (e.g. agreeing reports by
correspondence) as it will no longer formally exist.

During this period the Committee will require to agree its annual report for 2002-3,
and to deal with any subordinate legislation etc. that is referred to it. It may also wish
to agree its ‘legacy’ paper to its successor committee. Otherwise it can choose how it
would wish to utilise this time.

In May 2001 the Committee held an awayday at which it agreed the core of its
activities for the period up until the election in 2003. In practice the Committee has
undertaken the work that it scheduled with one exception.

The exception is an inquiry into PACE, the Executive’s programme for dealing with
the consequences of major plant closures. However, 4 meetings does not really
leave enough time to undertake even a short inquiry into PACE, particularly as any
report would have to be completely signed off in that time. Members are also less
likely to be available to undertake inquiry activities outwith formal committee
meetings (e.g. case study visits) due to other pressures. In addition the topic was
also selected some time ago and the membership of the Committee has changed
significantly since then. It may therefore no longer be regarded as a priority.

It is possible to select another topic for a short inquiry, but the timescale
disadvantages would still remain. An alternative would be to use the February-March
2003 sessions to hold a series of ‘hearings’. That is, the Committee would hold one-
off sessions scrutinising a number of organisations on a range of issues. These
could be updates on work that the committee has undertaken earlier (e.g. the new
economy, performance of Scottish Development International, etc), they could focus
on entirely new issues (e.g. FE governance), or be general stock-taking sessions
with relevant organisations or Ministers.
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Recommendation

The Committee is invited to confirm its work programme up until January 2003
and consider how it would wish to utilise the remaining committee meetings in
February-March 2003.

Alex Neil
Convener
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ANNEX A

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

Work Programme October - December 2002

 Date Committee Meetings Other Activities

15 October RECESS 14 October: deadline
for written evidence

30 October
CR 3
*

10.00 Budget 2002-3 – agree report (in
private)
10.15 US case study report back
10.30 Summary of tourism written
evidence (Dr Roger Carter)
11.00 Tourism Inquiry: Minister
12.30 Committee Work Programme

13 November
The Hub
*

10.00 Tourism Inquiry – Airlines (Go-
Easy, BA, Ryanair)
11.00 Tourism Inquiry – Airports (BAA,
Prestwick, HIAL)
12.00 Tourism Inquiry: key issues for
report (in private)

27 November
Dunard Library,
the Hub
*

� Consideration of Tourism Inquiry
report 1 (in private)

11 December
CR 2
*

� Consideration of Tourism Inquiry
report 2 (in private)

23 December RECESS
Early January

� Agreement of Tourism Report

Late January Publish tourism report

* Indicates tourism adviser, Dr Roger Carter, will be present.

Simon Watkins
Clerk
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

21 October 2002
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